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...flexible, comfortable and safe!

The STARLIGHT-NXT child car seat was developed for children with special needs. It is suitable for
installation in most commercial vehicles. The car seat is built for use in the back seat of a car or pas
senger seat and requires a functioning 3-point safety belt.
In addition to the 3-point belt of your car, the STARLIGHT-NXT is equipped with its own 5-point
harness, which provides additional support for your child. This can be adjusted together with the
headrest in height.
The back angle is fixed at 90', however, the car seat can be equipped with a slight (0' - 1 0') or
extended angular adjustment ( 1 0' - 20'), which is often very important for children with limited torso
and head control.
The STARLIGHT-NXT is specially designed for very
small children, which is why a reinforced two
piece back pad reduces seat depth.
By installing our XL kit, however, the car
seat can also be optimally used for later
growth - see 6
A novelty in this class are the optional
thorax supports made of aluminum,
which guarantee the child a stable
sitting position and are flexibly adju
stable.

Hdfflik

A very popular feature is the innovative swivel, which facilitates the transfer of the ever
heavier child. The pivot was moved from the center to the rear and to the outside. This has
been achieved that the seat - during the rotational movement - erases from the backseat of
the car and simultaneously moves towards the entrance. Great emphasis was placed on a
compact construction: the overall height of the seat is only 16 mm larger!
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...varied, as the needs of their child

The rehab car seat STARLIGHT-NXT has a wide range of optional accessories to meet the child's indivi
dual needs. We offer the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

additional angular adjustment( 1 O'; 20')

swivel (left or right)

thorax supports made of aluminum
ISOFIX adapter
security tray
abduction bloc
foot rest
security pad for the buckle

It is important that no accessory excludes another. Many modern
vehicles are equipped with ISOFIX, which is why we offer a
suitable adapter system to fix the seat optimally in the car. The
5-point harness can now be comfortably strapped with just one
movement, which makes life a whole lot easier.

security tray

Since we are constantly developing the STARLIGHT-NXT, we are
happy to receive suggestions and ideas!

angular adjustment

Your supplier:

Cupholder
to fold-out, on both sides

foot rest adjustable
in height and angle
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